
An independent Super PAC, Alaska First is focused on electing a true conservative to 
the US Senate from Alaska.

Lisa Murkowski has failed Alaskans for far too long. It’s time for a change. 

Alaska First is looking to support the candidacy of Trump-Endorsed Kelly Tshibaka. 
We will monitor the campaigns and political climate in the US Senate race in Alaska, 
and supplement messaging where needed to frame the race. 

Lisa Murkowski’s Lifetime Score’s from leading conservative groups are:

 • The Club for Growth – 51%
 • Heritage Action for America – 39%

And Murkowski voted against Bret Kavanaugh, when conservative control of the 
Supreme Court was hanging in the balance.

To educate voters on the true record of Lisa Murkowski, and show what Kelly Tshibaka 
will do as a strong conservative fighter in Washington, Alaska First will maintain 
a large digital presence, and utilize digital advertising, television advertising, direct 
mail, telemarketing, and email marketing.

We will use voter modeling and market research to ensure the messages we deliver 
are targeted in the most efficient way to the best targeted voters. 

The message is simple. Trump-endorsed Kelly Tshibaka will fight for the America 
First agenda, fight to advance conservative principles, and represent Alaska proudly 
in the US Senate. 

Lisa Murkowski has failed Alaska, often siding with liberal democrats, putting road 
blocks in the way of conservative judicial nominees and other America First policies.

Kelly is endorsed by President Trump and by the Alaska Republican Party. Alaska 
First will maximize every dollar with messaging and voter outreach. The only overhead 
that exists is legal compliance which is a small fee to ensure filings are done, and filed 
correctly and on time. 

Paid for by Alaska First PAC (www.alaska-first.com) and not authorized by any candidate or candidate’s committee.

Alaska First is able to receive funds 
in the form of a wire transfer.

Wiring funds is preferred as it saves 
processing fees. If you wish to wire 

funds please contact:

Ben Hartman 
warroom@alaska-first.com

Payable to: Alaska First
 

Alaska First
C/O Bulldog Compliance

138 Conant Street 2nd Floor
Beverly, MA. 01915

www.Alaska-First.com

TO WIRE FUNDS:

TO MAIL A CHECK:

TO CONTRIBUTE ONLINE:

For any questions, please contact: 
Ben Hartman

warroom@alaska-first.com

Alaska First needs your 
financial support to achieve our 

objectives. 
Your contribution can be 

submitted three ways:


